
O'Malley Family Vocabulary Review

Definition multiple choice

Circle (or mark) the word (or phrase) that is best described by the definitions below.

1. To go somewhere and get something (or someone) and bring it with you.

pick up ring put away remote control

2. Another word for 'written words.'

fault text whine upset

3. To hit a bell and make it make noise.

desk ring annoyed whine

4. A word that means only a little angry, or irritated.

annoyed gym restroom ring

5. This describes a person who is anxious or stressed about something.

desk fault annoyed worried

6. Another way to say 'bathroom,' especially in American English.

tag assembly line restroom fault

7. This word means that a person is 'not okay.' Maybe they are angry or sad, but

not okay.

casserole make sure upset swing

8. To make an electronic sound.

carry put away worried beep
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9. Like a 'shock,' this is an experience that makes you feel afraid.

annoyed fright keep an eye on swing

10. Like 'responsibility,' but negative. If something bad happens because of you, we

say it is your ...

tag whine carry fault

11. To move something back to the location where it belongs (for storage).

whine playground keep an eye on put away

12. A seat hanging from ropes or chains. Children sit on this and move back and

forth for fun.

swing assembly line playground counter
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Fill in the blank

Fit the words in the grey box into the spaces in the sentences below. Each of the words

should only fit into one of the sentences.

finish up, hard, reason, locker, yell, gym, desk, take over, make sure,

lean, steal, playground

1. There is a ____________________________ behind our apartment building and

we can hear the children playing if we open our windows.

2. I'm almost finished cleaning the kitchen. I only have to

____________________________ putting away the dishes and I'll be done.

3. I think the meeting is at three today, but let me look in my calendar to

____________________________.

4. Lucy makes good money, but she would rather

____________________________ printer paper from the office than buy her

own.

5. Richard has a photograph of his family on his ____________________________

at work.

6. Patricia won't say what happened with her boyfriend. She will only say that she

had a good ____________________________ to leave.

7. I need a sofa with a high backrest, so I can ____________________________

against it when I read.

8. When the project got too difficult for Dustin, he asked Lynn to

____________________________ and manage it for him.

9. The children have to take their sports clothes to school because they have

____________________________ today.

10. Günther puts all his books in his ____________________________ at school,

because he knows he will not read them at home.

11. Please lower your voice! You don't need to ____________________________ at

me, I'm right next to you.

12. Christine changed hotels because the beds were as

____________________________ as stones.


